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This Ocean Guide was jointly developed by FAO and PML, with contributions from many
other institutions. It is designed as an educational resource for schools, youth groups and
other curious young learners. This fact-filled Guide explores the ocean from the coastal zones
to the frozen poles, the deep sea to the open ocean. It takes a close look at the physical
features and natural processes that shape the incredible plant and animal life to be found
underwater as well as life-forms exposed by the tides. It also demonstrates the many benefits
the ocean provides us, discusses the negatives impacts we unfortunately have on the ocean
and explains how good management can help protect and conserve the ocean and ocean life.
At the end of the Guide, inspiring examples of youth-led initiatives are provided, and an easyto-follow action plan aims to help YOU develop your own ocean conservation activities and
projects.
Simple text and photographs present facts about and introduce young readers to marine
animals.
An urgent account of the state of our oceans today--and what we must do to protect them The
ocean sustains life on our planet, from absorbing carbon to regulating temperatures, and, as
we exhaust the resources to be found on land, it is becoming central to the global market. But
today we are facing two urgent challenges at sea: massive environmental destruction, and
spiraling inequality in the ocean economy. Chris Armstrong reveals how existing governing
institutions are failing to respond to the most pressing problems of our time, arguing that we
must do better. Armstrong examines these crises--from the fate of people whose lands will be
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submerged by sea level rise, to the exploitation of people working in fishing, to the rights of
marine animals--and makes the case for a powerful World Ocean Authority capable of
tackling them. A Blue New Deal presents a radical manifesto for putting equality, democracy,
and sustainability at the heart of ocean politics.
The originator of the Gaia theory offers the vision of a future epoch in which humans and
artificial intelligence together will help the Earth survive. James Lovelock, creator of the Gaia
hypothesis and the greatest environmental thinker of our time, has produced an astounding
new theory about future of life on Earth. He argues that the Anthropocene̶the age in which
humans acquired planetary-scale technologies̶is, after 300 years, coming to an end. A new
age̶the Novacene̶has already begun. In the Novacene, new beings will emerge from
existing artificial intelligence systems. They will think 10,000 times faster than we do and
they will regard us as we now regard plants. But this will not be the cruel, violent machine
takeover of the planet imagined by science fiction. These hyperintelligent beings will be as
dependent on the health of the planet as we are. They will need the planetary cooling system
of Gaia to defend them from the increasing heat of the sun as much as we do. And Gaia
depends on organic life. We will be partners in this project. It is crucial, Lovelock argues, that
the intelligence of Earth survives and prospers. He does not think there are intelligent aliens,
so we are the only beings capable of understanding the cosmos. Perhaps, he speculates, the
Novacene could even be the beginning of a process that will finally lead to intelligence
suffusing the entire cosmos. At the age of 100, James Lovelock has produced the most
important and compelling work of his life.
The Story of the Scientists Who Unraveled the Mysteries of Our Oceans, Atmosphere, and Ice
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Sheets and Made the Planet Whole
The First Three Billion Years of Evolution on Earth - Updated Edition
The Outlaw Ocean
A Memoir of Exploring Light and Life in the Deep Sea
A Story of Life, the Sea, and Dancing to the Fossil Record
Life in the Cosmos
Life in our Oceans and Rivers

"Alien Ocean immerses readers in worlds being newly explored by
marine biologists: the deep sea, the microscopic realm, and
oceans beyond national boundaries. Working alongside scientists
on ships at sea, in coastal research labs, and at undersea
volcanoes, Stefan Helmreich charts how revolutions in genomics,
bioinformatics, and remote sensing have pressed marine
bioligists to view the sea as animated by its smallest
inhabitants: marine microbes. Thriving in astonishingly extreme
conditions, such microbes have become key figures in scientific
and public debates about the origin of life, climate change,
biotechnology, and even the possibility of life on other
worlds."--Cover.
As Prince William, founder of The Earthshot Prize, said, 'The
Earth is at a tipping point and we face a stark choice: either
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we continue as we are and irreparably damage our planet, or we
remember our unique power as human beings and our continual
ability to lead, innovate, and problem-solve. People can achieve
great things. The next ten years present us with one of our
greatest tests - a decade of action to repair the Earth.' The
Earthshot concept is simple: Urgency + Optimism = Action. We
have ten years to turn the tide on the environmental crisis, but
we need the world's best solutions and one shared goal - to save
our planet. It's not too late, but we need collective action
now. The Earthshots are unifying, ambitious goals for our planet
which, if achieved by 2030, will improve life for all of us, for
the rest of life on Earth, and for generations to come. They are
to: · Protect and Restore Nature · Clean our Air · Revive our
Oceans · Build a Waste-Free World · Fix our Climate EARTHSHOT:
HOW TO SAVE OUR PLANET is the first definitive book about how
these goals can tackle the environmental crisis. It is a
critical contribution to the most important story of the decade.
Ocean Planet is the stunning new book from natural-history
illustrator Ben Rothery - and offers a rich exploration of the
creatures from the coastal and offshore waters of the world Page 4/30
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from penguins, seagulls, polar bears and seahorses, to plankton,
sharks
Traces the history and evolution of oceans on Earth as well as
their importance and the changes wrought by humans that threaten
all aspects of their existence, and looks beyond Earth to oceans
on other planets.
Life on the Rocks
The Youth Guide to the Ocean
National Geographic Ocean
The Coming Age of Hyperintelligence
Eaarth
Why Complex Life is Uncommon in the Universe
Life on an Ocean Planet
*Goodreads Choice Award Winner for Best Science & Technology
Book of the Year* In this scientifically informed account of the
changes occurring in the world over the last century, awardwinning broadcaster and natural historian shares a lifetime of
wisdom and a hopeful vision for the future. See the world. Then
make it better. I am 93. I've had an extraordinary life. It's
only now that I appreciate how extraordinary. As a young man, I
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felt I was out there in the wild, experiencing the untouched
natural world - but it was an illusion. The tragedy of our time
has been happening all around us, barely noticeable from day to
day -- the loss of our planet's wild places, its biodiversity. I
have been witness to this decline. A Life on Our Planet is my
witness statement, and my vision for the future. It is the story
of how we came to make this, our greatest mistake -- and how, if
we act now, we can yet put it right. We have one final chance to
create the perfect home for ourselves and restore the wonderful
world we inherited. All we need is the will to do so.
Australopithecines, dinosaurs, trilobites--such fossils conjure
up images of lost worlds filled with vanished organisms. But in
the full history of life, ancient animals, even the trilobites,
form only the half-billion-year tip of a nearly four-billionyear iceberg. Andrew Knoll explores the deep history of life
from its origins on a young planet to the incredible Cambrian
explosion, presenting a compelling new explanation for the
emergence of biological novelty. The very latest discoveries in
paleontology--many of them made by the author and his
students--are integrated with emerging insights from molecular
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biology and earth system science to forge a broad understanding
of how the biological diversity that surrounds us came to be.
Moving from Siberia to Namibia to the Bahamas, Knoll shows how
life and environment have evolved together through Earth's
history. Innovations in biology have helped shape our air and
oceans, and, just as surely, environmental change has influenced
the course of evolution, repeatedly closing off opportunities
for some species while opening avenues for others. Readers go
into the field to confront fossils, enter the lab to discern the
inner workings of cells, and alight on Mars to ask how our
terrestrial experience can guide exploration for life beyond our
planet. Along the way, Knoll brings us up-to-date on some of
science's hottest questions, from the oldest fossils and claims
of life beyond the Earth to the hypothesis of global glaciation
and Knoll's own unifying concept of ''permissive ecology.'' In
laying bare Earth's deepest biological roots, Life on a Young
Planet helps us understand our own place in the universe--and
our responsibility as stewards of a world four billion years in
the making. In a new preface, Knoll describes how the field has
broadened and deepened in the decade since the book's original
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publication.
The story of the urgent fight to save coral reefs, and why it
matters to us all Coral reefs are a microcosm of our planet:
extraordinarily diverse, deeply interconnected, and full of
wonders. When they’re thriving, these fairy gardens hidden
beneath the ocean’s surface burst with color and life. They
sustain bountiful ecosystems and protect vulnerable coasts.
Corals themselves are evolutionary marvels that build elaborate
limestone formations from their collective skeletons, broker
symbiotic relationships with algae, and manufacture their own
fluorescent sunblock. But corals across the planet are in the
middle of an unprecedented die-off, beset by warming oceans,
pollution, damage by humans, and a devastating pandemic. Juli
Berwald fell in love with coral reefs as a marine biology
student, entranced by their beauty and complexity. Alarmed by
their peril, she traveled the world to discover how to prevent
their loss. She met scientists and activists operating in
emergency mode, doing everything they can think of to prevent
coral reefs from disappearing forever. She was so amazed by the
ingenuity of these last-ditch efforts that she joined in rescue
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missions, unexpected partnerships, and risky experiments, and
helped rebuild reefs with rebar and zip ties. Life on the Rocks
is an inspiring, lucid, meditative ode to the reefs and the
undaunted scientists working to save them against almost
impossible odds. As she also attempts to help her daughter in
her struggle with mental illness, Berwald explores what it means
to keep fighting a battle whose outcome is uncertain. She
contemplates the inevitable grief of climate change and the
beauty of small victories.
Draws on current findings in astrobiology to chart the story of
the second half of the planet Earth's life, predicting that the
process of planetary evolution will effectively reverse itself
until life discontinues and the world becomes engulfed by an
expanding sun. Reprint. 17,500 first printing.
Half Mile Down
Building a Future for Coral Reefs
The Life and Death of Planet Earth
A Blue New Deal
An Ocean of Air
The Ocean of Life
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The Cosmic Zoo

Sylvia Earle first lost her heart to the ocean as a young
girl when she discovered the wonders of the Gulf of Mexico
in her backyard. As an adult, she dives even deeper.
Whether she's designing submersibles, swimming with the
whales, or taking deep-water walks, Sylvia Earle has
dedicated her life to learning more about what she calls
"the blue heart of the planet." With stunningly detailed
pictures of the wonders of the sea, Life in the Ocean tells
the story of Sylvia's growing passion and how her ocean
exploration and advocacy have made her known around the
world. This picture book biography also includes an
informative author's note that will motivate young
environmentalists. Life in the Ocean is one of The
Washington Post's Best Kids Books of 2012
"A summary by famed marine biologist Sylvia Earle of the
latest insights about the present state of the ocean and a
look at how its future and that of humankind are
inextricably bound"-Page 10/30
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Teacher digital resource package includes 2 CD-ROMs and 1
user guide. Includes Teacher curriculum guide, PowerPoint
chapter presentations, an image gallery of photographs,
illustrations, customizable presentations and student
materials, Exam Assessment Suite, PuzzleView for creating
word puzzles, and LessonView for dynamic lesson planning.
Laboratory and activity disc includes the manual in both
student and teacher editions and a lab materials list.
A pioneering marine biologist takes us down into the deep
ocean to understand bioluminescence—the language of light
that helps life communicate in the darkness—and what it
tells us about the future of life on Earth in this
“thrilling blend of hard science and high adventure” (The
New York Times Book Review). NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF
THE YEAR BY BOOKLIST • “Edith Widder’s story is one of
hardscrabble optimism, two-fisted exploration, and
groundbreaking research. She’s done things I dream of
doing.”—James Cameron Edith Widder’s childhood dream of
becoming a marine biologist was almost derailed in college,
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when complications from a surgery gone wrong caused
temporary blindness. A new reality of shifting shadows drew
her fascination to the power of light—as well as the
importance of optimism. As her vision cleared, Widder found
the intersection of her two passions in oceanic
bioluminescence, a little-explored scientific field within
Earth’s last great unknown frontier: the deep ocean. With
little promise of funding or employment, she leaped at the
first opportunity to train as a submersible pilot and dove
into the darkness. Widder’s first journey into the deep
ocean, in a diving suit that resembled a suit of armor,
took her to a depth of eight hundred feet. She turned off
the lights and witnessed breathtaking underwater fireworks:
explosions of bioluminescent activity. Concerns about her
future career vanished. She only wanted to know one thing:
Why was there so much light down there? Below the Edge of
Darkness takes readers deep into our planet’s oceans as
Widder pursues her questions about one of the most
important and widely used forms of communication in nature.
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In the process, she reveals hidden worlds and a dazzling
menagerie of behaviors and animals, from microbes to
leviathans, many never before seen or, like the legendary
giant squid, never before filmed in their deep-sea lairs.
Alongside Widder, we experience life-and-death equipment
malfunctions and witness breakthroughs in technology and
understanding, all set against a growing awareness of the
deteriorating health of our largest and least understood
ecosystem. A thrilling adventure story as well as a
scientific revelation, Below the Edge of Darkness reckons
with the complicated and sometimes dangerous realities of
exploration. Widder shows us how when we push our
boundaries and expand our worlds, discovery and wonder
follow. These are the ultimate keys to the ocean’s
salvation—and thus to our future on this planet.
Photo Stories from the 'Defending Our Oceans' Voyage
Voyage to the Heart of the Marine Realm
Writings and Images of the Sea
The Fate of Man and the Sea
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Journeys Across the Last Untamed Frontier
The Story of Seas on Earth and Other Planets
From the glaciers of the Alps to the towering cumulonimbus clouds of the Caribbean
and the unexpectedly chaotic flows of the North Atlantic, Waters of the World is a
tour through 150 years of the history of a significant but underappreciated idea: that
the Earth has a global climate system made up of interconnected parts, constantly
changing on all scales of both time and space. A prerequisite for the discovery of
global warming and climate change, this idea was forged by scientists studying water
in its myriad forms. This is their story. Linking the history of the planet with the lives
of those who studied it, Sarah Dry follows the remarkable scientists who summited
volcanic peaks to peer through an atmosphere s worth of water vapor, cored milethick ice sheets to uncover the Earth s ancient climate history, and flew inside storm
clouds to understand how small changes in energy can produce both massive storms
and the general circulation of the Earth s atmosphere. Each toiled on his or her own
corner of the planetary puzzle. Gradually, their cumulative discoveries coalesced into
a unified working theory of our planet s climate. We now call this field climate
science, and in recent years it has provoked great passions, anxieties, and warnings.
But no less than the object of its study, the science of water and climate is̶and
always has been̶evolving. By revealing the complexity of this history, Waters of the
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World delivers a better understanding of our planet s climate at a time when we
need it the most.
Life on Earth: Planet Earth is the perfect introduction to geography for 5+ year-olds.
Lift the flaps to find the answers to common questions, such as, Why do we have
day and night? , How are rivers made? and What is the equator? With 100
questions and 70 flaps to lift, Life on Earth: Planet Earth provides the perfect way to
keep engaged while learning. Topics covered include the solar system, the
continents, plants and animals, how maps work and world landmarks, among many
more. Scientific details are turned into simple, bitesize facts that the reader lifts the
flaps to discover. Heather Alexander s colourful illustrations make each fact
memorable, and the sturdy, boardbook format means that even the most hands-on
learners will have fun playing with the book day after day. Perfect to read out loud to
your toddler, or to let them explore on their own, Life on Earth: Planet Earth offers a
simple, fun way into geography for little readers.
Magnificent underwater photography and an engaging series of more that two
dozen essays explore the extraordinary diversity and wonders of the planet's marine
life in habitats ranging from tropical coral reefs to the polar seas, examining the
various ocean environments, the plants and animals that live there, and the dangers
that threaten Earth's marine life. 35,000 first printing.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • A riveting, adrenaline-fueled tour of a vast, lawless, and
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rampantly criminal world that few have ever seen: the high seas. There are few
remaining frontiers on our planet. But perhaps the wildest, and least understood, are
the world's oceans: too big to police, and under no clear international authority, these
immense regions of treacherous water play host to rampant criminality and
exploitation. Traffickers and smugglers, pirates and mercenaries, wreck thieves and
repo men, vigilante conservationists and elusive poachers, seabound abortion
providers, clandestine oil-dumpers, shackled slaves and cast-adrift
stowaways̶drawing on five years of perilous and intrepid reporting, often hundreds
of miles from shore, Ian Urbina introduces us to the inhabitants of this hidden world.
Through their stories of astonishing courage and brutality, survival and tragedy, he
uncovers a globe-spanning network of crime and exploitation that emanates from
the fishing, oil, and shipping industries, and on which the world's economies rely.
Both a gripping adventure story and a stunning exposé, this unique work of
reportage brings fully into view for the first time the disturbing reality of a floating
world that connects us all, a place where anyone can do anything because no one is
watching.
Life on a Young Planet
My Witness Statement and a Vision for the Future
The Story of Oceanographer Sylvia Earle
Waters of the World
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How to Save Our Planet
Novacene
An Introduction to the World's Oceans

A Silent Spring for oceans, written by "the Rachel Carson of the fish world"
(The New York Times) Who can forget the sense of wonder with which they
discovered the creatures of the deep? In this vibrant hymn to the sea,
Callum Roberts—one of the world’s foremost conservation biologists—leads
readers on a fascinating tour of mankind’s relationship to the sea, from the
earliest traces of water on earth to the oceans as we know them today. In
the process, Roberts looks at how the taming of the oceans has shaped
human civilization and affected marine life. We have always been fish
eaters, from the dawn of civilization, but in the last twenty years we have
transformed the oceans beyond recognition. Putting our exploitation of the
seas into historical context, Roberts offers a devastating account of the
impact of modern fishing techniques, pollution, and climate change, and
reveals what it would take to steer the right course while there is still time.
Like Four Fish and The Omnivore’s Dilemma, The Ocean of Life takes a
long view to tell a story in which each one of us has a role to play.
Table of contents includes: Importance of ocean exploration -- The
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foundation of life in the ocean -- A water world -- The motion of the ocean -Voyage to the bottom of the sea -- The present and future of the marine
environment.
"Books like this one help lead the way to a better climate future for all
inhabitants of Mother Earth. We are all in this together!" — Jeff Bridges,
Academy Award winner and environmentalist A little more than 70 percent
of Planet Earth is ocean. So wouldn’t a better name for our global home be
Planet Ocean? You may be surprised at just how closely YOU are
connected to the ocean. Regardless of where you live, every breath you
take and every drop of water you drink links you to the ocean. And because
of this connection, the ocean’s health affects all of us. Dive in with author
Patricia Newman and photographer Annie Crawley—visit the Coral Triangle
near Indonesia, the Salish Sea in the Pacific Northwest, and the Arctic
Ocean at the top of the world. Find out about problems including climate
change, ocean acidification, and plastic pollution, and meet inspiring local
people who are leading the way to reverse the ways in which humans have
harmed the ocean. Planet Ocean shows us how to stop thinking of
ourselves as existing separate from the ocean and how to start taking
better care of this precious resource.
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Every creature in the ocean—from the tiny snail to the enormous blue
whale—depends on water for survival. This engaging book introduces
children to the animals that live in the world’s oceans, rivers, lakes, and
ponds. It also presents fascinating facts about the water cycle, different
modes of transportation in water, and how water is prepared for drinking.
From Biosignatures to Technosignatures
Blue Planet
Alien Ocean
Ocean Worlds
Planet Ocean
How the New Science of Astrobiology Charts the Ultimate Fate of Our
World
Life in the Ocean
The bestselling author of Deep Economy shows that we’re living on a
fundamentally altered planet — and opens our eyes to the kind of change we’ll
need in order to make our civilization endure. Twenty years ago, with The End of
Nature, Bill McKibben offered one of the earliest warnings about global warming.
Those warnings went mostly unheeded; now, he insists, we need to acknowledge
that we’ve waited too long, and that massive change is not only unavoidable but
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already under way. Our old familiar globe is suddenly melting, drying, acidifying,
flooding, and burning in ways that no human has ever seen. We’ve created, in
very short order, a new planet, still recognizable but fundamentally different. We
may as well call it Eaarth. That new planet is filled with new binds and traps. A
changing world costs large sums to defend — think of the money that went to
repair New Orleans, or the trillions of dollars it will take to transform our energy
systems. But the endless economic growth that could underwrite such largesse
depends on the stable planet we’ve managed to damage and degrade. We
can’t rely on old habits any longer. Our hope depends, McKibben argues, on
scaling back — on building the kind of societies and economies that can hunker
down, concentrate on essentials, and create the type of community (in the
neighborhood, but also on the Internet) that will allow us to weather trouble on an
unprecedented scale. Change — fundamental change — is our best hope on a
planet suddenly and violently out of balance.
Life on an Ocean Planet
This is the paperback edition of the great pop-paleontology book with the
fabulous art that inspired a show that toured the nation's natural history
museums. In its own way it has inspired many people to take a new look at the
fossil record and imagine creatures and things as they might have been—a blend
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of word and image unlike any other. From the Trade Paperback edition.
"An Introduction to the World's Oceans, Ninth Edition, is an introductory
oceanography text intended for students without a background in mathematics,
chemistry, physics, geology, or biology. It emphasizes the role of basic scientific
principles in helping understand the processes that govern the ocean and the
earth.
Why We Need a New Politics for the Ocean
Half-Earth: Our Planet's Fight for Life
Alien Oceans
A Global Odyssey
Life on Earth: Planet Earth
Deep Ocean Creatures
Animals of the Sea and Shore
Inside the epic quest to find life on the water-rich moons
at the outer reaches of the solar system Where is the best
place to find life beyond Earth? We often look to Mars as
the most promising site in our solar system, but recent
scientific missions have revealed that some of the most
habitable real estate may actually lie farther away. Beneath
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the frozen crusts of several of the small, ice-covered moons
of Jupiter and Saturn lurk vast oceans that may have existed
for as long as Earth, and together may contain more than
fifty times its total volume of liquid water. Could there be
organisms living in their depths? Alien Oceans reveals the
science behind the thrilling quest to find out. Kevin Peter
Hand is one of today's leading NASA scientists, and his
pioneering research has taken him on expeditions around the
world. In this captivating account of scientific discovery,
he brings together insights from planetary science, biology,
and the adventures of scientists like himself to explain how
we know that oceans exist within moons of the outer solar
system, like Europa, Titan, and Enceladus. He shows how the
exploration of Earth's oceans is informing our understanding
of the potential habitability of these icy moons, and draws
lessons from what we have learned about the origins of life
on our own planet to consider how life could arise on these
distant worlds. Alien Oceans describes what lies ahead in
our search for life in our solar system and beyond, setting
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the stage for the transformative discoveries that may await
us.
A rigorous and scientific analysis of the myriad
possibilities of life beyond our planet. ÒAre we alone in
the universe?Ó This tantalizing question has captivated
humanity over millennia, but seldom has it been approached
rigorously. Today the search for signatures of
extraterrestrial life and intelligence has become a rapidly
advancing scientific endeavor. Missions to Mars, Europa, and
Titan seek evidence of life. Laboratory experiments have
made great strides in creating synthetic life, deepening our
understanding of conditions that give rise to living
entities. And on the horizon are sophisticated telescopes to
detect and characterize exoplanets most likely to harbor
life. Life in the Cosmos offers a thorough overview of the
burgeoning field of astrobiology, including the salient
methods and paradigms involved in the search for
extraterrestrial life and intelligence. Manasvi Lingam and
Abraham Loeb tackle three areas of interest in hunting for
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life Òout thereÓ: first, the pathways by which life
originates and evolves; second, planetary and stellar
factors that affect the habitability of worlds, with an eye
on the biomarkers that may reveal the presence of microbial
life; and finally, the detection of technological signals
that could be indicative of intelligence. Drawing on
empirical data from observations and experiments, as well as
the latest theoretical and computational developments, the
authors make a compelling scientific case for the search for
life beyond what we can currently see. Meticulous and
comprehensive, Life in the Cosmos is a master class from top
researchers in astrobiology, suggesting that the answer to
our age-old question is closer than ever before.
Presents a collection of photographs of marine life and the
oceans from the Defending Our Oceans expedition.
When marine biologist Ray Berringer and his student crew
embark on an oceanographic cruise in the Gulf of Alaska, the
waters are troubled in more ways than one. Ray's co-leader,
a famed chemist, is abandoning ship just as the ocean's pH
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is becoming a major concern. Something at their university
is corrosive, and it's going to take more than science to
correct. Powerful bonds are forged among offbeat characters
studying the effects of ocean acidification on pteropods, a
tiny, keystone species, in this cutting-edge CliFi novel.
(Includes author Q&A and reading group discussion
questions.)
A Life on Our Planet
Introduction to Ocean Sciences
Below the Edge of Darkness
Why the Wind Blows and Other Mysteries of the Atmosphere
Laboratory and Activity Manual
Complex Life on Many Worlds
Rare Earth
"An audacious and concrete proposal…Half-Earth completes the 86-yearold Wilson’s valedictory trilogy on the human animal and our place on the
planet." —Jedediah Purdy, New Republic In his most urgent book to date,
Pulitzer Prize–winning author and world-renowned biologist Edward O.
Wilson states that in order to stave off the mass extinction of species,
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including our own, we must move swiftly to preserve the biodiversity of
our planet. In this "visionary blueprint for saving the planet" (Stephen
Greenblatt), Half-Earth argues that the situation facing us is too large to be
solved piecemeal and proposes a solution commensurate with the
magnitude of the problem: dedicate fully half the surface of the Earth to
nature. Identifying actual regions of the planet that can still be
reclaimed—such as the California redwood forest, the Amazon River basin,
and grasslands of the Serengeti, among others—Wilson puts aside the
prevailing pessimism of our times and "speaks with a humane eloquence
which calls to us all" (Oliver Sacks).
We don’t just live in the air; we live because of it. It’s the most miraculous
substance on earth, responsible for our food, our weather, our water, and
our ability to hear. In this exuberant book, gifted science writer Gabrielle
Walker peels back the layers of our atmosphere with the stories of the
people who uncovered its secrets: • A flamboyant Renaissance Italian
discovers how heavy our air really is: The air filling Carnegie Hall, for
example, weighs seventy thousand pounds. • A one-eyed barnstorming
pilot finds a set of winds that constantly blow five miles above our heads. •
An impoverished American farmer figures out why hurricanes move in a
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circle by carving equations with his pitchfork on a barn door. • A wellmeaning inventor nearly destroys the ozone layer. • A reclusive
mathematical genius predicts, thirty years before he’s proved right, that
the sky contains a layer of floating metal fed by the glowing tails of
shooting stars.
This book has been considered by academicians and scholars of great
significance and value to literature. This forms a part of the knowledge
base for future generations. So that the book is never forgotten we have
represented this book in a print format as the same form as it was
originally first published. Hence any marks or annotations seen are left
intentionally to preserve its true nature.
What determines whether complex life will arise on a planet, or even any
life at all? Questions such as these are investigated in this groundbreaking
book. In doing so, the authors synthesize information from astronomy,
biology, and paleontology, and apply it to what we know about the rise of
life on Earth and to what could possibly happen elsewhere in the universe.
Everyone who has been thrilled by the recent discoveries of extrasolar
planets and the indications of life on Mars and the Jovian moon Europa
will be fascinated by Rare Earth, and its implications for those who look to
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the heavens for companionship.
Ocean Planet
The Search for Life in the Depths of Space
Ocean literacy for all: a toolkit
pH: A Novel
Why We All Need a Healthy Ocean
Earthshot
Making a Life on a Tough New Planet
Are humans a galactic oddity, or will complex life with human
abilities develop on planets with environments that remain
habitable for long enough? In a clear, jargon-free style, two leading
researchers in the burgeoning field of astrobiology critically
examine the major evolutionary steps that led us from the distant
origins of life to the technologically advanced species we are today.
Are the key events that took life from simple cells to astronauts
unique occurrences that would be unlikely to occur on other
planets? By focusing on what life does - it's functional abilities rather than specific biochemistry or anatomy, the authors provide
plausible answers to this question. Systematically exploring the
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various pathways that led to the complex biosphere we experience
on planet Earth, they show that most of the steps along that path
are likely to occur on any world hosting life, with only two
exceptions: One is the origin of life itself – if this is a highly
improbable event, then we live in a rather “empty universe”.
However, if this isn’t the case, we inevitably live in a universe
containing a myriad of planets hosting complex as well as microbial
life - a “cosmic zoo”. The other unknown is the rise of
technologically advanced beings, as exemplified on Earth by
humans. Only one technological species has emerged in the roughly
4 billion years life has existed on Earth, and we don’t know of any
other technological species elsewhere. If technological intelligence
is a rare, almost unique feature of Earth's history, then there can be
no visitors to the cosmic zoo other than ourselves. Schulze-Makuch
and Bains take the reader through the history of life on Earth,
laying out a consistent and straightforward framework for
understanding why we should think that advanced, complex life
exists on planets other than Earth. They provide a unique
perspective on the question that puzzled the human species for
centuries: are we alone?
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A collection of essays, photographs, and facts explores the role the
seas play in our lives
Anthropological Voyages in Microbial Seas
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